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Chair Introduction

Dearest delegates,

Welcome to RENMUN VIII, and the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs!
With the mission of promoting the peaceful usage of space, whether for scientific
purposes; international collaboration in the status quo; or economic development,
UNOOSA is a committee where delegates can freely debate the political, economical,
and social aspects of space exploration. My name is Bernard, and I am currently a
year 12 student from Diocesan Boys’ School. Chairing alongside me is Alexandra, a
year 11 student from Island School.

This conference will follow Harvard MUN procedure on both days. As UNOOSA is an
intermediate committee, we expect you not to be completely familiar with all
procedural rules within the council, but understanding of general regulations.
Delegates should read through this chair report to gain a foundationary
understanding of the topic, before transitioning into independent country-centered
research.

Position papers are not required, although they can be written and submitted
through email to both of us if preferable. However, delegates should come to the
conference with 1 60-second long opening speech for each topic prepared
beforehand. Feel free to email one or both of us if you require any support or have
questions—we will get back to you as soon as possible.

Good luck in your preparations—we can’t wait to see you all on March 4th, 2023!

Best regards,
Bernard Shiu (bernard.shiu@gmail.com)

Alexandra Lai (alexandra.lai@online.island.edu.hk)
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Enhancing Global Cooperation to Combat Space Debris

As the development of space becomes more and more important to humanity’s
future, space debris is an increasing concern that threatens the longevity of such
exploration, as well as harming the safety of humans on Earth. Given that
international regulations regarding space are relatively underdeveloped, it is
imperative that the global community come up with constructive solutions to the
problem at hand.

While devising solutions for the accumulation of space debris, delegates should
consider the technical and financial capabilities of the global community and how
they affect the implementation of the aforementioned solutions. They should also
consider the status quo of the governance of space, and how to adjust it to
accommodate the needs of the committee.

Key Terms

Term Definition

Free-rider problem Arises when an entity reaps the benefits of
something, but does not pay the appropriate
cost for it.

Kessler syndrome The theory that in-space collisions create a
domino effect of more debris and, hence, more
collisions. It implies that the use of satellites and
other orbital bodies could become increasingly
difficult.

Private sector The part of the economy owned by civilians, as
opposed to government ownership.

Sacrifice zone Areas that are designated to be perpetually
exposed to environmental threats.

Space debris Artificial objects that provide no utility but are
stranded in space.

Space law The international body of law governing
space-related activities. There is a list of
recommended readings on space law in the
Bibliography.



Sustainability Meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the needs of the future.

Tragedy of the commons The overuse of a common access resource that
leads to its degradation.

Background Information

The European Space Agency (ESA) has predicted that there are about 900,000
pieces of debris at least 1 cm across in orbit around the Earth. They mostly come from
spacecraft, and range from their fragments, to solidified liquid that they expel, to
even their paint flecks. Its amount has been continuously increasing since the start
of the space race in the 1950s. In particular, the US National Research Council stated
in 2011 that the concentration of space debris had reached a level where debris
would perpetually be created.

Top sources of space debris as of 2022 (source: NASA)

Hazards to space exploration
Space debris threatens spacecraft by creating the risk of collision. For example, space
debris has been found to have been the biggest threat to the Space Shuttle program.
Spacecraft is vulnerable to space debris in various ways, including damage to solar
panels, telescopes and even total destruction.



When viewed on a larger scale, the mass accumulation of space debris could render
space exploration impossible by making the launch of spacecraft a challenging task.
In particular, the Kessler syndrome theory illustrates a scenario where continued
space exploration leads to more collisions with space debris, creating even more
space debris and, ultimately, making space exploration unsustainable.

Hazards to Earth
On average, one piece of space debris falls to the Earth per day. They have been
known to cause significant loss of property and injuries. However, an equally, if not
more, serious problem is the pollution that it causes. This manifests in the forms of
water contamination, the emission of ozone-depleting elements and acid rain.

These environmental impacts are far from equally shared across the globe. A study
published in Nature Astronomy in 2021 discovered that space debris is more likely to
fall around or south of the equator. This is the case despite most space launches
coming from developed countries in the northern hemisphere.

Potential Clashes

The responsibility of dealing with space debris
In their financial interest, developed countries, especially those in the northern
hemisphere, may be inclined to believe that countering space debris is a collective
responsibility that should be somewhat equally shouldered by all states. They may
argue that it is only by this may the international community amass sufficient
resources to effectively tackle space debris.

On the other hand, developing countries, especially those in the southern
hemisphere, disproportionately suffer from falling space debris. Hence, they may be
inclined to believe that a state’s responsibility of tackling space debris should be
proportional to the amount of space debris that it creates. They may argue that it is
unfair that they should cover the costs created by others.

The failure to resolve this conflict may result in the free-rider problem, where states
wish to reap the benefits of removing space debris without putting in the work
needed. As a result of this, there would not be enough resources to effectively solve
the problem.

Achieving sustainable space exploration
The Kessler syndrome theory shows how excessive space exploration may lead to
more and more space debris, making such exploration in the future impossible. For
this reason, some may argue that space exploration in the present should be
reduced or modified, so as to focus on solving the problem of space debris first. They



believe that only by this can humanity reduce the creation of new space debris,
giving time for the world to sufficiently remove existing debris and leaving a clean
space for the next generation.

However, some will argue that space exploration in the present should not be
compromised solely in the interest of the future. These individuals are likely to agree
that space exploration brings great benefit to the current generation and may even
be urgent. For example, space exploration is a major source of scientific discoveries
and provides data about climate and the environment. These are becoming
increasingly important in a world that is both driven by innovation and threatened by
climate change.

The inclusion of the private sector
Space exploration was once an affair dominated by government institutions like
NASA. However, in recent years, the private sector for space has been expanding,
spearheaded by enterprises like SpaceX, Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic. These
companies engage not only in the conventional exploration of other celestial bodies,
but also in space tourism and the operation of various satellites.

The rise of private space companies has been heralded for its innovative capacity and
role in pushing down costs, making space activity more and more affordable.
However, private enterprises pose challenges to the regulation of space debris.
Businesses are predominantly driven by the principles of profit-maximisation or
revenue-maximisation, implying that they are less likely to address the negative
effects their operations have on space exploration and, as an extension, other
stakeholders (including developing nations). Moreover, corporations typically do not
have obligations under international law, which primarily defines the state as its base
unit, and hence are not limited by international treaties on space debris.

Apart from technical challenges, the regulation of the private sector also faces
opposition. Proponents of a free market economy may argue that government
regulation of enterprises leads to worse economic efficiency, pushing up costs and
limiting the progress of innovation, ultimately harming producers and consumers
alike. However, others may find the problem of space debris sufficiently urgent to
justify government intervention.

The military applications of space debris removal technologies
As countries have been using space more and more for civil purposes, so have there
been more concerns about the military applications of space development. In the
case of space debris, countries have been increasingly worried that technologies
which remove space debris from its orbit may be used to disable satellites of
strategic importance, giving such countries critical advantages. This is especially the
case considering the utility satellites provide in the fields of intelligence and network



creation. Equally significant is the inequality that is exacerbated by using space
debris removal technologies for military purposes, which favours countries with
strong innovative capacities.

However, others may find such an interpretation to be a form of over-politicisation.
This is part of a rising global movement to criticise the security-first approach to
international relations, which its members argue will be detrimental to cooperation.

Key Stakeholders

Stakeholder Involvement with the issue

United States As the country with the most well-known space
program in the world, the United States is a
leading body in research on space debris
removal techniques. However, experts have
pointed out its lack of involvement in
short-term action.

Russia Russia is the largest contributor to space debris
globally, and the debris it has left behind has
caused major problems for other space
operations, particularly the International Space
Station. More recently, political tensions arising
from the Russo-Ukrainian War have worried the
West that Russia will use space debris removal
technologies to sabotage its rivals’ satellites.

China As a major contributor to space debris, China,
previously called out for its lack of involvement
in debris removal, has recently taken strides in
related technologies. However, given the
strategic competition occurring between China
and the West, such developments have led to
concerns about the safety of satellites.

Japan In recent years, Japan has opted to have greater
involvement in space debris and has stepped up
its cooperation with the United States in this
field. However, its geopolitical competition with
China demonstrates how the development of
space technologies can be politically driven, as
advancements in such technologies are



increasingly used as a metric of state power.

France As a major contributor to space debris, France
has continuously been involved in individual
and multinational efforts to remove space
debris. Their efforts to research ways to remove
space debris have been underway since 2013.

India As one of the few nations that can deliberately
remove objects from space (the others
including the USA, Russia and China), India’s
technological prowess makes it an important
player among major state-run space programs
regarding debris removal.

The Southern hemisphere Studies have shown that countries in the
Southern hemisphere are disproportionately
affected by space debris falling to the Earth.
Simultaneously, the world’s major space
programs are concentrated north of the
equator. Hence, countries south of the equator
will have a considerable difference in priorities
from developed nations regarding approaches
to tackling space debris.

European Space Agency As one of the larger space programs in the
world, the ESA has taken the initiative to pursue
immediate action against space debris. Most
significantly, it launched the globe’s first space
debris removal project in 2019.

SpaceX As the most successful private space enterprise
in recent history, SpaceX presents a unique
challenge to the regulation of space debris
given the limitations of international law.
Moreover, its newly launched satellite project
Starlink has raised concerns that efforts to
remove space debris may be thwarted by a lack
of international coordination.

Possible Solutions



Providing immediate aid and appropriate compensation to countries
most affected by space debris
Providing direct compensation for damages caused by space debris is important to
resolve international grievances and ensure that the interests of all parties are
accounted for. However, this does not address the root problem of too much space
debris, and should only be a supporting measure.

Establishing an international penal code to deter the creation of space
debris
Complications that delegates should address regarding this solution include how
much punishment is sufficient to deter, and what metrics are to be used to
determine whether a country should be penalised. It should also be noted that,
under the existing framework of international law, taking punitive action against
corporations is not a feasible target.

Support innovation to develop technologies beneficial for reducing and
preventing the further creation of space debris
With global scientific capabilities at an all-time high, innovation has great potential
to be an effective long-term solution if it addresses both the root cause and the
tangible effects of the problem. Delegates should consider how to make sure the
fruits of such innovation are distributed in an equitable and widespread manner.

Mandating/encouraging countries to motivate companies to limit the
creation of space debris
Limiting the pollution caused by enterprises is crucial considering the expansion of
the private space sector. Delegates should consider how to balance the development
of space and objectives towards space debris, so as to prevent the stagnation of
space exploration.

Establishing a global funding system with a clearly defined mechanism to
determine the contributions of each country
To make the effects of the above solutions sustainable, countries should be
committed to continuously providing funding for various projects. Delegates should
consider what bodies have the power to decide how to use such funding, and which
method of allocating funding responsibilities among member nations is most just.

Past Actions

In the past, countries have worked independently to remove space debris or prevent
new spacecraft from contributing to space debris. For example, the European Space
Agency awarded its first space debris cleaning contract in 2019, with plans to send a



robot to bring a piece of debris into the atmosphere to be burned up by 2025.
Technologies have also been developed to guide satellites out of orbit and back to
Earth after they have served their purpose. However, the world still has a long way to
go before it possesses effective tools to counter space debris of all shapes and sizes.

On the contrary, international cooperation to counter space debris has been
somewhat lacking. Currently, there is no international treaty specifically targeted at
mitigating space debris. However, various organisations, including those at the state
level, have developed guidelines for such practices. Most significantly, the General
Assembly’s resolution 62/217 endorsed the Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines of the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space in 2007. UNOOSA has also compiled
a list of standards used at the national and international level regarding space debris.

Guiding Questions

● How do we balance the goals of eradicating space debris and mitigating the
damage it causes?

● How can space exploration plans be adjusted to accommodate the needs of
countering space debris?

● How do we sustain the effects of anti-space debris measures?
● How should the international community allocate work amongst

stakeholders?
● How do we guide states to prioritise cooperation over competition?

SUPPLEMENTARY: Common Themes

Sustainability of natural resources
Space debris is a new example of how to tackle negative externalities on an
international level. As the degradation of natural resources (eg. fresh air, clean water,
fish) is becoming an increasing concern, especially under the serious threat of
climate change, tackling space debris may serve as an experimental ground for
possible approaches to handling more pressing problems on Earth. The ethics
involved in sharing the responsibility of dealing with space debris, whether solely
between states or involving private businesses, also draws parallels to the debate
regarding lowering carbon emissions. The direction this committee takes pertaining
to such responsibilities will undoubtedly influence the world’s considerations when
working towards an equitable decarbonisation process.

The all-encompassing nature of security in global affairs
Even in an issue clearly leaning towards the socio-economic side of global affairs,
states still find themselves concerned about their relative strategic advantages on
the global stage. This is because, in an era of relative peace, states find themselves

https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/topics/space-debris/compendium.html
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engaged in non-military forms of competition, leading to a wider definition of
“national security” that involves more aspects of governance. Under the current
context of heated competition between China and the US, how the committee
balances competition and cooperation on this issue will give the global community
valuable insights into making constructive progress moving forward.
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